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ROSSEN LAW FIRM

Rossen Law Firm has helped good people when bad things happen to them for more 
than a decade. We truly believe that bad things can happen to good people, and it is our 
mission to help them so they can achieve their best future! 

Rossen Law Firm is dedicated to helping clients turn their lives around and move forward 
from what otherwise COULD have been debilitating criminal charges. 

With offices across from Miami to Fort Lauderdale to  Boca Raton and Wellington, Rossen 
Law Firm provides expert criminal defense to people throughout South Florida.

Rossen Law Firm has eight award-winning attorneys on staff, ready to assist you and work 
to defend your rights, future and freedom by getting you the best possible result on your 
criminal case in South Florida. 

Thanks to our passion for helping good people achieve their best future, our team has 
more than 750 5-star reviews online.

WE HELP GOOD PEOPLE WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN 



Adam Rossen
Adam, Founder & CEO of Rossen Law Firm, was born & raised in South 
Florida. He’s always had a passion for helping people.

A University of Miami Law School grad, Adam loves the competition, 
strategy and debating he gets to do as a Criminal Defense Lawyer.

His law career began as a state prosecutor in Broward County. He was the 
first prosecutor of his class promoted - ahead of 32 others. Rossen Law Firm 
was born from a desire to help people in a deeper, more meaningful way. 
Adam strives to make a difference in the lives of his clients, employees and 
community.

With numerous legal awards, such as a perfect Top 100 DUI Lawyer by 
National Advocacy for DUI Defense, 10 rating on Avvo, A SuperLawyers 
rising star, AV Preeminent rated by Martindale Hubbell; Adam is still most 
proud of the 5-star reviews and heart-felt testimonials left by his clients.

Fun Fact: Adam has coached basketball for 10+ years

Manny Serra -Jovenich
Manny, Managing Partner at Rossen Law Firm, was born and raised in 
South Florida. He became a lawyer to use his talents to help people.

A quote he lives by, especially in the courtroom, is:
“A true Statesman should be incorruptible and fearless” - Samuel Adams.

Manny’s background includes fighting against big banks during Florida’s 
foreclosure crisis and protecting people’s constitutional rights as a 
Broward County Public Defender. He loves to represent a “David” against a 
“Goliath”.

Manny graduated from Nova Southeastern Law School and was named to 
the National Trial Lawyers’ Top 40 Under 40 list & named the 10 Best in 
Client Satisfaction by the American Institute of Criminal Law Attorneys.

Fun Fact: Manny loves to surf
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David Tarras
David, Partner & Head of our White Collar & Federal Criminal Defense 
division at Rossen Law Firm, was raised in South Florida. He’s spent his 
entire legal career fighting tirelessly for the criminally accused in both 
State and Federal Court in Florida.

David graduated from Fordham University School of Law in Manhattan, 
New York. He's since tried more than 40 jury trials, defended more than 
1,000 clients and earned recognition as one of the top 40 criminal defense 
attorneys under the age of 40 in Florida.

David gets to fulfill his dream of being in a position to help and safeguard 
his clients' futures by using his passion for competition, creative conflict 
resolution and the art of persuasion as a defense attorney.

Fun Fact: David is a sci-fi enthusiast and can often be found reading or
watching something Star Wars-realted in his downtime.

Meri Ros
Meri, Partner & Board Certified Criminal Defense Trial Attorney at the 
Rossen Law Firm, was born in Spain and raised in South Florida where she 
has been practicing criminal defense for more than 13 years.

Meri has tried more than 50 jury trials including Murder and Capital Sexual 
Battery trials. She has devoted her entire career to the zealous advocacy of 
those accused of crimes.

Meri graduated Summa Cum Laude from Florida International University 
where she received her Bachelor’s Degree in Philosophy with a Certificate 
in Law, Ethics, and Society. She received her Juris Doctorate degree from 
St. Thomas University where she was also the recipient of the ABOTA Trial 
Scholarship.

Fun Fact: Meri loves to travel and read. She also has a pet German 
Shepherd named Hunter that she loves to train. 
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Susan Lawson
Susan Lawson, Partner & Board Certified Criminal Defense Trial Attorney at 
the Rossen Law Firm, was born and raised in South Florida and has been 
practicing criminal defense for over 13 years.

Susan received a bachelor’s degree in Legal Studies from the University of 
Central Florida. She received her Juris Doctorate degree from Saint 
Thomas University School of Law where she was a member of the 
International Moot Court and Inter-cultural Human Rights Law Review.

Susan has always loved to litigate and help others. She knew she could use 
her voice, knowledge, skills, and passion to zealously advocate and make a 
difference in the lives of others.

Fun Fact: Susan loves to spend time with her husband and dogs. They 
are a baseball family and spend much of their time on the field.

Scott Simmons
Scott Simmons, Criminal Defense Attorney at the Rossen Law Firm, was 
born and raised in South Florida. Before joining the Rossen Law Firm he 
was an Assistant Public Defender in Broward County. As an Assistant 
Public Defender, he handled thousands of cases, ranging from Armed 
Carjacking to Driving Under the Influence. 

Scott graduated Cum Laude from Florida Atlantic University where he 
received his Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice. Scott received his Juris 
Doctorate degree, Cum Laude, from Nova Southeastern University - 
Shepard Broad College of Law. 

While in law school, Scott won the largest Moot Court Criminal Procedure 
Competition in the Nation, and competed in several other National Trial 
Competition. 

Fun Fact: Scott enjoys spending his free time with his Fiancé and their 
2-year-old Goldendoodle named Pinot.
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What is domestic violence?
When emotions run high, sometimes we say or do things we don’t mean. Situations escalate.
Things get out of control. All of a sudden something that happens in the heat of the moment is
now staring you in the face, and threatening to ruin your life. 
 
Being arrested or charged with Domestic Violence in Florida can have 
a devastating impact on your freedom, your job, your family and your 
future. Regardless of what led to your charge, you need and deserve to
 have your legal rights protected.  And that’s why our firm is here. To help 
you protect your legal rights and get through this difficult situation. 
 
 
 
Florida law defines domestic violence as any criminal offense resulting in the physical injury
or death of one family or household member by another family or household member.
 
Domestic Violence cases can vary from misdemeanors like battery, stalking, and violation of an
injunction to serious felonies such as Aggravated Battery, Kidnapping, or Aggravated Stalking.   
 

Common Domestic 

Violence Charges Include: 

• Assault 
• Battery 

• Sexual Assault or Battery 
• Dating Violence 

• Stalking 
• Injunction Violations 

• Kidnapping 
• False Imprisonment 
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Being charged with domestic violence

In order for the charge to become domestic violence related, the prosecutors must have
proof of the specific crime such as the ones on the previous page PLUS, the crime must
be between either: 
 
1. Family or Household members     
OR 
2. Individuals in a “Dating Relationship” 
 
Family or Household member means: 
 
1. Husband or Wife 
2. Ex Husband or Ex-Wife 
3. Persons related by blood or marriage 
4. Persons living together as a family unit 
5. Persons who have a child in common   
 
In a “Dating Relationship” means 
 
1. A continuing and significant relationship of a romantic or intimate nature 

The penalties depend on how severe the charges are. 
 
For misdemeanor offenses, jail sentences can range from sixty days to up to one year,
while felony charges can put you in prison for, five, ten, fifteen or more years. 
 
You could also lose custody of your children, face possible job loss, and have a criminal
charge on your record that cannot be sealed. 

Domestic violence charges can have life-altering
consequences for you and your loved ones.

8
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The story of Bob and Maria
Sometimes the best way to understand the law, and the course that it can take, is
through an actual case. That’s why I want to take you through the case of Bob and
Maria. 
 
Bob and Maria have been married for 8 years now. 
They have two children, Alex who’s seven 
years old, and Ana who’s four years old. 
 
 
They live in a nice neighborhood in plantation in a one-story, three-bedroom house with
a big grassy backyard where Alex can practice his soccer skills. 
 
Maria is originally from Venezuela and has lived in South Florida for the past 18 years.
Bob was born and raised in Fort Lauderdale. 
 
Maria works part-time as an assistant at a title company, and Bob is a full-time
electrician.  
 
 
 
                    They’ve got a lot of bills to pay, and money is tight. Maria has been a stay-   
                    at-home mom since Alex was born and wanted to continue to stay home     
                    with the kids at least until Ana started elementary school. But unfortunately 
                    she had to go back to work part-time to help with the bills. 
 
Maria’s been back at work for 6 months now and is fed up.  She still has to do the same
amount of cooking and cleaning, take care of the kids, and manage 25 hours in the office
every week. Plus her 2007 Toyota Camry needs repairing. Every time she takes the kids
somewhere in the car she’s afraid something will happen. She wants new breaks put in,
but her and Bob have to save up for that. 

Recently Bob and Maria have been fighting... 
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The story of Bob and Maria 

Bob and Maria have also been drifting apart since Ana was born. 
Bob has been unable to handle the stress of having two children 
and a lot of bills and has been spending more time at the bar than 
at home. Almost everyday after work he says he’s going for a 
couple of drinks with his buddies and then rolls into the house 
around 10 smelling like Budweiser. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Things in the bedroom are just as bad. When Bob gets in from the bar, he pretty much
passes out. They haven’t had sex in at least 5 months.  

This is a MAJOR point of contention with Maria. 

She’s constantly 
working,
cooking, 
cleaning, 

and 
taking the kids to

school, 
daycare, 

and 
soccer practice. 
She’s exhausted. 
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The story of Bob and Maria 

When stress builds up over time
someone is bound to snap...

One night Maria has had enough. 
 
She had a stressful day at work. Her boss even threatened to fire her. 
 
Alex got into a fight with another boy at soccer practice. 
Ana drew all over her bedroom wall with her Crayola 
markers while Maria was making dinner. 
 
It’s 9:30pm and Bob is nowhere to be seen. She called him on his cell 4 times but he
didn’t answer. She’s officially reached her breaking point. 
 
Finally, at 9:52pm Maria hears his old Ford pick-up truck pull into the driveway. As soon
as she hears the car door close she runs out to confront him. As soon as Bob opens his
mouth she can smell the Budweiser on his breath.  

That's when she loses it...
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The story of Bob and Maria 

Maria gets right in Bob’s face and starts yelling at him about how he’s never home, he’s
a lousy father, a sad excuse for a husband, and a drunk. She’s waving her hands
aggressively, but she never actually touches him. 
 
What she doesn’t know is that both Alex and Ana are watching from the living room
window.  

Bob is drunk and doesn’t want to hear it. He just wants to be left alone so he can go to
bed. He brushes Maria aside to get her out of his face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The force of his hand makes Maria stumble. She falls back, hitting her arm on the truck
on her way down.  

Maria lands on the ground clutching her left arm. There’s a scared yelp from the window
as Alex and Ana see their mother on the ground in pain. 
 
Bob is dumbfounded. He stands there with a look of shock on his face. 
 
He tries to help Maria up but she shoves him away with her right arm screaming, “Get
away from me! You did this to me! Stay away!” 
 
The kids try to come out to help their mom but Bob yells at them to get back inside the
house.  

Now, Bob is 6’2” and 234 pounds, while
Maria is only 5’2” and 128 pounds. Even
though he’s just brushing her aside, Bob
is also drunk and not in complete
control of his actions. 

 12
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The story of Bob and Maria
cont'dnow this is when what happens in

the heat of the moment can cause
big trouble for you...

Nosy neighbor Ned was at his window just in time to see Maria 
fall down and automatically decides to call the police. 
 
Maria gets up holding her arm tenderly and goes to the kitchen to put some ice on it. She
refuses to speak to Bob. The kids follow Maria into the kitchen concerned that she’s
okay. Bob stays in the living room. 
 
Ten minutes later the doorbell rings. Bob looks up confused as to who would be ringing
their doorbell that late on a weeknight. When Bob answers the door he’s shocked to see
two cops standing on the other side of it. 
 
 
 
Bob asks the officers what they’re doing at his house. The cops smell the alcohol on his
breath and immediately bull rush into the house and start accusing Bob of hurting his
wife. 
 
Bob is dumbfounded and keeps denying that he would ever hurt his wife. 
 
Maria hears the commotion from the kitchen and walks into the living room still holding
the bag of ice on her arm. 
 
The two cops look at Bob even more accusingly.  
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The story of Bob and Maria 

They decide to separate Bob and Maria. Officer Evans stays in the living room with Bob
and Officer Grant takes Maria into the kitchen with him. 
 
Maria is still very angry with Bob because he’s always at the bar and their marriage is in
bad shape. 
 
 
 
 
She tells the cop what happened from her perspective—that she went outside to confront
Bob about his irresponsible, stupid behavior and he didn’t want to hear it so he pushed
her aside and she fell, hitting her arm on the truck. 
 
When she finishes telling her side of the story Officer Grant asks her if the kids
witnessed the event. Maria admits they were watching from the window. 
 
Officer Grant then thanks her for her time and heads straight back into the living room.
Maria follows. Officer Grant gives his partner the nod, and Bob is handcuffed and
arrested in front of Maria and the kids.
 

"Split em' up!"

Maria starts freaking out...

So she takes the conversation with Officer
Grant as an opportunity to vent... 
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The story of Bob and Maria
She wasn’t expecting Bob to be arrested and is trying to protest. Officer Grant waves her
off and tells Maria that she can expect a visit from the Florida Department of Children
and Families (DCF) tomorrow. 
 
 
 
 
 
Until then he just has to sit there.
 
The next day Maria is getting the kids ready for school when the doorbell rings. She
answers the door to find Darlene from DCF. Darlene has a no-nonsense attitude and
tells Maria they need to have a serious discussion regarding the events of the previous
night. 
 
Maria is stressed She needs to get the kids to school. Then she needs to head to the
office. And on top of that Bob’s boss already called asking why he didn’t show up this
morning. All of this stress and it’s not even 9am yet! Maria was afraid of getting Bob fired
because they desperately need the money, so instead of telling him that Bob had been
arrested, she told his boss that Bob was very ill and wouldn’t be coming in.   
 
Maria sits down at the kitchen table with Darlene and starts telling her what happened
last night. Darlene keeps interrupting Maria telling her what to do. She warns her
that if she doesn’t file a civil restraining order against Bob then DCF will take the
kids away from her. Now Maria is even more scared.  

She doesn’t want to file for a restraining order
against Bob, but she also doesn’t want to lose her

children. She has no idea what to do. 

Bob is taken down to the main jail.
He has to see a judge before he can
bond out of jail. This process can

take up to 24-36 hours. 
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The story of Bob and Maria 

...after a rough night in jail, Bob is finally brought before Judge Brady. 
 
Because Bob has no priors, and has ties to the community (his family and his job are all
here) Judge Brady sets his bail low, at only $1,000. However, there’s still bad news for
Bob. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The No Contact order will remain in place until either the court modifies it, or the case
gets thrown out. 
 
Bob has to call his brother Jack to bail him out. Jack bails Bob out of jail and takes him
back to his place. 
 
In order to get his belongings from his house, Bob will have to call the police so they can
escort him. He cannot go by himself or he would be in violation of the No Contact order.  

Meanwhile at
the courthouse...

He’s shocked to find out there’s now a
“No Contact” order against him,

meaning he cannot see or speak to his
wife.  He can’t go home either.
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The story of Bob and Maria 

Once she got rid of Darlene, Maria managed to get the 
kids to school and then went to work. Unable to focus 
because of her concerns, Maria spends the morning on 
Google searching for a criminal attorney. 
 
She finds attorney Adam who has a lot of good reviews 
online, and decides to schedule a free consultation with him during her lunch hour. 
 
Maria shows up scared and stressed and is greeted with a soothing cup of hot, frothy
coffee by Adam’s faithful assistant, Walter. 
 
 
 
 
A few minutes later she sits down with attorney Adam and explains what happened. She
tells him that the whole incident was one big mistake, and she just wants it to go away. 
 
 
 
 
 
Maria is very upset and tells Adam that she wants contact with her husband. 
 
She gives Adam Bob’s cell phone number and asks him to talk to Bob. Adam calls Bob
and tells him that Maria would like him to come to his office as soon as possible. Bob
goes in that afternoon. 
 
Adam explains to Bob the conversation he had with Maria, and that she wants contact
with him. In order to do that, they will need to file a motion to get him contact.
Unfortunately the court system is slow, so it will take one to two weeks to get in
front of a judge on the motion. Until then Bob still cannot have any contact with
Maria. 

Adam explains to Maria that Bob will have a No Contact order against
him pursuant to the pending criminal case, meaning he won’t be able
to have any form of contact with her. 
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The story of Bob and Maria
The situation with the kids is more complicated because DCF will be involved. 
 
Adam explains to Bob that hopefully with Maria’s help (since she feels this is all a big
misunderstanding) he will be able to get the prosecution to drop the case.
 
However he still warns Bob of the possible penalties and complications if that isn’t
possible: 
 
• Anger management courses, and possibly Batter’s Intervention 
Program, which takes 6 months to complete 
 
• Up to 1 year of probation 
 
• Up to 1 year in jail 
 
• Having the No Contact order in place for the duration of probation
  
• Potential job loss
  
• Having a mug shot out there (which is virtually impossible to get rid of) 
 
• Dealing with DCF and a possible Civil Restraining Order 
 
 Also, if Bob were to take a plea this is a non-sealable offense, meaning it will stay on his
record forever. 

CRIMINAL

 1 8
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The story of Bob and Maria 

He tells Bob that they will pull the 911 tapes in order to hear the call between Nosy
Neighbor Ned and the police. The tape should prove that he didn’t really see
anything, or know what was going on before deciding to call. 
 
 
 
 
 
Adam will also secure Maria’s testimony at the hearing so that she can explain to the
court how this is all a big misunderstanding. Adam is planning on being aggressive and
trying to get the prosecution to drop the case altogether. 
 
 
 
 
 
Bob decides to hire Adam and asks him what he should do in the meantime. Adam
advises him to get back to his normal life as best as possible. Go back to work, and
consider seeing a therapist to deal with both his alcoholism and the stress of the
situation.  

Next Adam delves into a
plan of action.

 19
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Domestic Violence Cases Are All Different

When it comes to domestic violence there are many different types of cases and
situations. The above was just an example of one of them. 
 
And in case you’re wondering, Adam was able to get Bob’s charges dismissed. He is
now seeing a therapist to work through both his alcoholism and marital issues. He and
Maria are still together, but their relationship still needs a lot of work. 
 
Now, this case had a somewhat happy ending. But it doesn’t always work that way. 
 
Sometimes there are long trials where cases take months of work, depositions,
witnesses, and multiple court appearances, not to mention expensive legal bills. 
 
Sometimes it’s not a simple misunderstanding. There may be ulterior motives between
the parties. This is especially common when money, divorce, and children are involved.
Parties try to manipulate the legal system to screw each other over. 
 
 
 
 
In other cases there really is serious violence perpetrated against one or both parties, in
which case there needs to be legal intervention. 
 
 
 
 
No matter what your situation is, once there are criminal charges against you, you’re
going to need a good attorney.  Domestic Violence charges can have life-altering
consequences, so you need to have an experienced lawyer on your side
protecting your rights and helping you get the best result possible. 
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HOW TO
CHOOSE THE RIGHT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ATTORNEY
When searching for the right domestic violence attorney for you, there are 4 key 
factors that you want to look for:

The experiences of former clients will give you a good idea of how well the firm handles their 
cases, so Google Reviews are a great place to start. Awards and certifications are also great 
indicators of attorney excellence. Look to see if there are Board Certified attorneys on their 
team, as a Florida Bar Board Certification is the highest evaluation of experience in criminal law. 
Additional accolades you might want to look at are Martindale-Hubbell awards, SuperLawyers, 
National Criminal Defense College, and National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers.

Awards and Reviews

A local law firm is the way to go. Attorneys who have experience in the county where your case 
occurred will have built relationships with prosecutors, judges, Law Enforcement Officers, DMV 
hearing officers, and other key players in the system. This means they can get you a home-court 
advantage.

Local Experience

Domestic Violence Experts
You want an attorney who is a master of domestic violence cases. Since domestic violence 
cases are unlike any other, a domestic violence lawyer will have a level of expertise that will 
serve you well. They know the system inside and out and they know the law down to the letter. 
The best domestic violence lawyers in the game know that an “unbeatable” charge is never 
truly unbeatable.

When hiring a firm, there are so many more people working on your case than just one lawyer. 
Multiple attorneys will combine strengths and work the same cases. Legal assistants handle the 
delicate behind-the-scenes paperwork and preparation. Even the front desk is going to be your 
access point to the whole defense team. Think of it this way: would you rather have a lone wolf? 
Or the entire wolf pack?

Power of the Team
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TEN ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK
 YOURSELF BEFORE HIRING A

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ATTORNEY
Hint: If you can’t answer YES to all these questions: DON’T HIRE

Was it easy to get in touch with the firm?

Was the meeting all about me and not the attorney?

Did the attorney pay attention to the details of my 
case?

Did the attorney lay out a plan of action?

Did the attorney welcome and answer any questions 
I had?

Is this attorney an expert in criminal law?

Was the staff and attorney attentive to my needs?

Did the attorney explain how they can beat my case?

Did the attorney explain how a Motion to Suppress 
works?

Is this attorney willing to fight for me?



Wonderful and honest firm that cares about 
clients and takes the time to walk through all 

steps of the legal process. Provides peace of mind 
when needed and is there to answer any and all 

questions. Highly recommend.

-Jackie R.

Great lawyers willing to go above and beyond in 
your defense. Especially the attorney that 

helped me Susan Lawson, was highly 
professional and fierce when it came to my 

defense. I’m very glad I chose the Rossen Law 
Firm for my defense, if you want piece of mind 
and to return to normal life while they fight on 

your behalf I highly recommend them.

-Nelson P.

Great law firm, Wonderful group of lawyers!  They 
all treat you like your there most important client 

and are very quick to respond and act on 
requests.  Felt extremely comfortable with their 
representation throughout the entire process 
and my situation was resolved with the best 

possible outcome.

-Joseph C.

5 stars is not enough I am glad I chose this law 
firm because I had some legal troubles in 2021 
. I’ll never forget the day Meri Ross my attorney 
called me and told me she was able to get  all 

felony charges removed from my name , 
nothing but tears of joy and relief

Hopefully I won’t need to but this is where I’ll 
be returning to if I need a lawyer.

-Calvin F.

I talked to Manny about a case.  He took the time to talk to me after hours and listen to what I 
thought I needed.  After that we discussed everything about it.  His knowledge about the 

subject made me confident he knew what he was talking about and that this was the right 
path.  I’d highly recommend him if you a case in his area.

-Andrew W.
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KEEP IN TOUCH!

MAIN OFFICE

WELLINGTON OFFICE
12133 KEN ADAMS WAY, #110-Z 

WELLINGTON, FL 33414 

PHONE: 561-899-5955

WE HELP GOOD PEOPLE WHEN BAD 
THINGS HAPPEN 

KEEP IN TOUCH!
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@ROSSENLAWFIRM!

BOCA RATON OFFICE
5301 N FEDERAL HIGHWAY #255

BOCA RATON, FL 33487

PHONE: 561-880-8181

SUNRISE OFFICE
6190 NW 11TH ST

SUNRISE, FL 33313

PHONE: 754-999-2499

FORT LAUDERDALE OFFICE
6400 N ANDREWS AVE #510

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309

PHONE: 754-206-6200

MIRAMAR OFFICE
2750 SW 145TH AVE #112A 

MIRAMAR, FL 33027 

PHONE: 754-704-1818

DORAL OFFICE 
13105 NW 107 AVENUE, SUITE 400, 

DORAL, FL 33172

PHONE: 786-755-3233

CORAL GABLES OFFICE
2600 S. DOUGLAS ROAD, SUITE 502, 

CORAL GABLES, FL 33134

PHONE: 786- 933-7133

KENDALL OFFICE
1980 SW 144TH CT #201A 

MIAMI, FL 33186 

PHONE: 786-705-8300

PALM BEACH GARDENS
800 VILLAGE SQUARE CROSSING, 

SUITE 114, PALM BEACH GARDENS,
 FL 33410

PHONE: 561- 778-8478 


